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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear Editorials of BMC Health Service Research

We would like to thank you for the acceptance of our manuscript for publication on your accredited journal and greatly appreciate for the comments, which helped us to improve the quality of the manuscript. We also acquired great experiences from your efforts and appreciate your good work. Based on your requirements, we sought language expert for editorial and copy editing assistant to improve the quality of the paper. Once we thank you the consideration and all goodness to this publication.

Point by point responses to your comments and requirements were given as follows:

General Recommendation:

1: Copy edit: we recommend that you copy edit the paper to improve the style of written English.

Thank you for your suggestions, as per your enquire we sought an editorial assistant from a volunteer native speaker subsequently, We made grammatical correction and rephrasing words throughout the document using track change as indicated by the reviewer.

Kind regards
Tezera Moshago Berheto, Corresponding author